Abstract-This paper presents a comparative study of neural network (NN) training. The trained NNs are used as adaptive beamformers of antenna arrays. The training is performed either by a recently developed method called Mutated Boolean PSO (MBPSO) or by a well known beamforming method called Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR). The training procedure starts by applying the MBPSO and the MVDR to a set of random cases where a linear antenna array receives a signal of interest (SOI) and several interference signals at random directions of arrival (DOA) different from each other in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. For each case, the MBPSO and the MVDR are independently applied to estimate respective excitation weights that make the array steer the main lobe towards the DOA of the SOI and form nulls towards the DOA of the interference signals. The lowest possible value of side lobe level (SLL) is additionally required. The weights extracted by the MBPSO and the weights extracted by the MVDR are used to train respectively two different NNs. Then, the two trained NNs are independently applied to a new set of cases, where random DOA are chosen for the SOI and the interference signals. Finally, the radiation patterns extracted by the two NNs are compared to each other regarding the steering ability of the main lobe and the nulls as well as the side lobe level. The comparison exhibits the superiority of the NN trained by the MBPSO.
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INTRODUCTION
Adaptive beamforming (ABF) of antenna arrays is an interesting issue in modern communications technology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . It concerns techniques that make an antenna array change dynamically its behavior and thus become a smart antenna [10, [16] [17] [18] [19] . The basic objective of an ABF technique is to find the excitation weights of the array elements that properly shape the radiation pattern in order to steer the main lobe towards a desired incoming signal called signal of interest (SOI) and form nulls towards respective incoming interference signals. This procedure is performed in real time and consequently the excitation weights vary with time according to the incoming signals. Moreover, a beamformer must track immediately any change in the incoming signals and thus the calculations of the ABF algorithm must be completed as fast as possible.
One of the most popular ABF techniques known for its effectiveness is the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) technique [12, 17] . This technique has high ability in steering the main lobe and the nulls of the produced pattern maximizing thus the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SIN R). However, it is not capable of improving (i.e., minimizing) the side lobe level (SLL). In order to construct a beamformer, which has the ability to optimize the pattern regarding both the SINR and the SLL, several evolutionary techniques have been proposed [7] [8] [9] 18] . The success of these techniques is usually based on a proper selection of the fitness function. Nevertheless, the increased CPU time required by evolutionary techniques to converge is a major problem.
To overcome this problem, artificial neural networks or simply neural networks (NNs) can be used to implement the beamformer. A NN is a set of interconnected information processing units, called neurons, organized in a layered structure [20] . The NNs combine immediate time response and ability to provide results similar to those derived by an evolutionary technique considering that the NN is trained by this technique. Of course the NN training is a time-consuming procedure which needs data previously acquired by an evolutionary technique which is also a time-consuming procedure. However, this is not a problem because the above procedures are not executed in real time. The actual beamformer that operates in real time is the trained NN.
The present study is a comparison between NNs trained by two different effective techniques. The first one is a novel binary variant of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) called Mutated Boolean PSO (MBPSO) while the second is the MVDR technique. To the best of the authors' knowledge, MBPSO-based training of NNs has never been applied before in antenna array beamforming problems. The MBPSO seems to be more effective than other binary PSO variants due to the exclusively Boolean update formulae and the novel velocity mutation process involved in the MBPSO algorithm [7] . The description of the MBPSO and MVDR algorithms as well as a comparison between MBPSO and the conventional BPSO are given in [7] .
The two NNs have been applied to uniform linear arrays (ULAs) as two different beamforming techniques. Each technique starts with the training procedure using a set of random cases. Each case concerns a SOI and several interference signals received by a ULA at random directions of arrival (DOA) different from each other in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. The above directions are usually calculated by DOA algorithms [16, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The DOA of all the incoming signals and the power level of the noise signals represent the input parameters for each case. Afterwards, the MBPSO and the MVDR are applied to each case in order to extract the respective array excitation weights that steer the main lobe towards the SOI and form nulls towards the interference signals. Also, the lowest possible SLL value is required. The weights derived by the MBPSO are used to train the first NN while the weights derived by the MVDR are used to train the second NN. The two trained NNs are the actual beamformers of the ULA. In order to test their effectiveness, a new set of random cases is selected and the two NNs are independently applied to every case to extract the respective array excitation weights. The radiation patterns produced by the two NNs are compared to each other. The comparison shows the advantages of the NN trained by the MBPSO.
FORMULATION
The beamforming structure is displayed in Figure 1 . The ULA consists of M isotropic elements and receives several monochromatic signals incoming from respective angles of arrival (AOA) different from each other. These signals are a SOI s (k) received from AOA θ 0 and N interference signals i n (k) received from AOA θ n (n = 1, . . . , N ). Each AOA is defined as the angle between the DOA of a signal and the normal to the ULA axis direction, while k refers to the time sample. The mean power of the SOI is considered as reference power. Therefore:
where E{·} refers to the mean value. The array elements also receive additive zero-mean Gaussian noise signals n m (k) (m = 1, . . . , M ) that have the same variance σ 2 calculated as follows:
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio in dB. The noise signals are considered to be uncorrelated with each other. Therefore, the noise correlation matrix is simplified as given below:
is the noise vector, while the superscripts T and H denote respectively the transpose and the Hermitian transpose operation. The signals at the input of the array elements can be described by the following expression:
are, respectively, the input vector, the interference vector, the array steering matrix, the array steering vector that corresponds to θ n , and finally q is the distance between adjacent elements of the ULA. Also, d (k) is the desired input vector andū (k) is the undesired input vector, expressed respectively by:
The array output is expressed as follows:
T is the excitation weight vector. The termw Hd (k) represents the desired output vector, whilew Hū (k) represents the undesired output vector.
The output power values that correspond to the desired and undesired signals are given respectively by:
whereR
is the interference correlation matrix. Finally, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is given by:
It is obvious that the SINR is maximized when the main lobe is steered towards s (k) and the nulls are steered towards i n (k) (n = 1, . . . , N ). Therefore, the steering ability of the array is optimized by maximizing the SINR. In order to satisfy the requirement for the maximum SINR and additionally the requirement for the lowest SLL, the optimalw is calculated by applying the MBPSO. This is accomplished by minimizing a suitably chosen fitness function F , which takes into account the above requirements. Then, F can be defined by the expression:
w Hā 0ā
where K 1 and K 2 are used to balance the minimization of the above two terms. In fact, both requirements for maximizing SINR and minimizing SLL create a multi-objective optimization problem, which is converted into a single-objective one by balancing the above requirements into a single fitness function. In this way, the MBPSO method provides sufficient steering ability and low SLL. Of course, in some beamforming cases, the steering accuracy might be slightly worse than that provided by the MVDR method. However, the MBPSO method has the advantage of minimizing the SLL, while the MVDR method cannot perform SLL control. The MVDR method calculates the optimalw by using the following expression:w
is the correlation matrix ofū (k).
NEURAL NETWORK BASED ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING
The application of NNs in various problems of electromagnetics and wireless communications has been quite popular [20, 25, [31] [32] [33] . Due to their efficiency and speed, NNs have been used in several ABF and DOA estimation problems [2, 14, 15, [28] [29] [30] . So far in ABF applications, the NN training has been based on the mapping of the signal correlation matrix to the respective excitation weights produced by typical beamforming methods, such as the MVDR and the RCB. However, in this paper, the ABF is based on the supervised learning of NNs that map the AOA of the desired and interference signals to the corresponding excitation weights. Two different training sets are used for the training of two different feedforward Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) NNs [20] . The training takes place in MATLAB R R2010a environment, using the LevenbergMarquardt backpropagation algorithm [34] . Both NNs have exactly the same structure. Each one consists of an input layer of N +1 nodes, two hidden layers and an output layer of M nodes. The number of nodes for each hidden layer depends on the volume of the training set and the dimension of the angle vector. The criterion of their choice is the better training and testing performance. More details about training NNs with the MATLAB Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm can be found in [28] .
The input layers of both NNs are fed by the same collection of L randomly generated angle vectorsθ l = [θ 0l θ 1l . . . θ (θ l ,w l,mvdr ) . During the training, the weights of the neurons dynamically change in order to model the mapping betweenθ l andw l,mbpso (1st NN) or betweenθ l andw l,mvdr (2nd NN). The weights are updated after the entire training set has been applied to the network. One presentation of all the input/output training pairs is called an epoch. Figure 2 illustrates the NN structure and displays how the training sets are created and used for the NN training.
Once the training has been completed, both the mbpsoNN and mvdrNN may be used as adaptive beamformers. The NNs are trained to respond instantly to any given input angle vector and extract the excitation weight vector that makes the antenna array produce a radiation pattern with the desired characteristics.
The above methodology is summarized in the following steps: 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The two NNs have been independently applied to a 9-element ULA (M = 9) with q = 0.5λ. Three different scenarios are studied. The first one concerns a SOI and three interference signals (N = 3) in the presence of additive zero-mean Gaussian noise with SN R = 10 dB. The second concerns a SOI and seven interference signals (N = 7) with SN R = 10 dB. Finally, the third scenario concerns a SOI and six interference signals (N = 6) with SN R = 30 dB. Initially, a training set of 5000 random cases (L = 5000) different from each other is selected for each scenario. Each case is a group of N + 1 values randomly chosen from a uniform angle distribution and given respectively to θ n (n = 0, 1, . . . , N ). In each case, the MBPSO and the MVDR are applied to find the optimal excitation vectors, respectivelyw mbpso and w mvdr , that produce a main lobe towards θ 0 and N nulls towards θ n (n = 1, . . . , N ), whilew mbpso must additionally achieve the lowest possible SLL. A swarm of 20 particles is used by the MBPSO in order to extract the training data for the first NN (mbpsoNN ). The probabilities of being '1' for the three random bits c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 found in the velocity update expression of [7] are respectively C 1 = 0.1, C 2 = 0.5 and C 3 = 0.5. Also, the maximum allowed velocity v max is equal to 4, while the initial value of the mutation probability m is equal to 0.10. Finally, each execution of the MBPSO is completed after 500 iterations.
The extracted 5000w mbpso are used to train the mbpsoNN, while the extracted 5000w mvdr are used to train the mvdrNN. The graph shown in Figure 3 represents the N N training performance for all the scenarios studied here and shows that training convergence is reached after a small number of runs.
The NNs derived by the training procedure are compared to each other in terms of performance by selecting a new set of 1000 random respectively to ∆θ main mvdrN N and ∆θ null mvdrN N are due to the slightly worse steering ability provided by the MBPSO training data compared to the MVDR training data and also due to the stochastic nature of the MBPSO training data which complicates the training of the mbpsoNN and thus degrades slightly its steering accuracy.
Moreover, the better value of SLL mbpsoNN compared to is predictable since the MBPSO-based training of the first N N takes into account the SLL minimization, while the MVDR-based training of the second NN does not. Thus, the mbpsoNN achieves notably better SLL values than the mvdrNN. This is also shown in Figures 10 and 11 , which display the optimal radiation patterns of two typical cases of the first scenario.
Finally, it is observed that in both NNs the increase in the number of nulls is followed by an increase in the angular deviations and a decrease in the SLL. The angular deviations slightly increase since the NNs have more inputs and their training becomes more complicated. The SLL decreases because the number of nulls imposes restrictions in the radiation pattern characteristics. 
CONCLUSION
A comparative study between two NN-based ABF techniques has been presented. The NNs have been trained by optimal training sets derived respectively by the MBPSO and the MVDR, in order to acquire the knowledge to produce the appropriate excitation weight vectors that maximize the SINR by steering the main lobe towards the SOI and the nulls towards the interference signals. The additional requirement for low SLL makes the NN training more challenging. Both requirements for high SINR and low SLL create a multi-objective optimization problem, which is converted into a single-objective one by balancing the above requirements, and it is solved through the MBPSO procedure. Thus, the MBPSO method provides sufficient steering ability and lower SLL compared to the MVDR method. The increased CPU time required by the MBPSO to extract the training data is not an issue, since the MBPSO is not involved in the real time procedure of the mbpsoNN, which is the actual beamformer.
The mbpsoNN combines the advantages of the MBPSO method, i.e., steering ability and low SLL, with the immediate response of a NN. On the other hand, the mvdrNN provides only main lobe and null steering since the MVDR method cannot perform SLL control. Consequently, the mbpsoNN is expected to have better performance compared to the mvdrNN. This is also verified from the simulation results.
